YOUR EYES IN THE FIELD
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We are in the field 24/7, so you don’t have to be

www.in-situ.com
WITH IN-SITU, YOU TRUST YOUR WATER MONITORING EQUIPMENT AND DATA TO BE ACCURATE AND RELIABLE, EVERY TIME. FROM WATER QUALITY AND LEVEL, TO FLOW, TELEMETRY, AND DATA SERVICES, WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED. WE’RE IN THE FIELD 24/7, SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE.
Since 1976, we have provided water monitoring markets with innovative solutions, like the smarTROLL™ Handheld System with the industry’s first smartphone application for low-flow groundwater sampling and environmental monitoring.

While we’re known for high-accuracy water quantity and quality instrumentation, we also have an expanding portfolio of products and services, including a full-solution offering for decision-quality data via easy integration with our cellular telemetry and cloud-based HydroVu™ Data Services platform.

Our team of experts is ready to help you find the right solution for your project, and our support team is always standing by to offer 24/7 technical support and mobile help in the field.

We’re also happy to rent our equipment to you, fully serviced, calibrated, and ready to go.
We offer a variety of accurate, reliable water level loggers and meters for any project or budget.

**Superior Accuracy:** an extensive, full scale pressure and temperature calibration is performed and a serialized, NIST®-traceable calibration report is provided.

**Rugged Construction:** Durable titanium housing; removable nose cone; and fully sealed electronics.

**Telemetry and SCADA Readiness:** Instruments include integrated Modbus/RS, SDI-12, and 4-20 mA outputs.

**Intuitive Software Interface:** Each Level TROLL comes with WinSitu®5 Software, and is also compatible with VuSitu Mobile software when using the Wireless TROLL Com.
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**WATER LEVEL MONITORING**

---

**WATER QUALITY MONITORING**

Our water quality equipment is designed to give you field-ready durability with accurate results you can trust.

**Minimal maintenance and field time:** Drift-resistant sensors, long-lasting battery power, and corrosion-resistant design support long-deployments.

**More accurate data:** High-accuracy sensors come factory calibrated to give you the most reliable data possible. Smart sensors store information internally, maintaining data and calibration info within the sensor.

**Quick and easy data-sharing:** Get real-time data access and instant results that can be emailed on the spot using your mobile device and the VuSitu App.
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**RENTALS**

There are several reasons you might consider renting environmental sampling equipment: maybe it just makes more sense to rent equipment for a project rather than buy it, or perhaps you want to try the product before you make the commitment. Whatever the reason, and whatever the project, consider the following benefits of going directly to the manufacturer for environmental equipment rentals:

**It’s reliable** - Renting directly from the factory means you’re guaranteed to get the best-maintained equipment in the industry. You will receive equipment that is ready to work as hard as you do, which means you can focus on collecting accurate data instead of troubleshooting equipment problems.

**It’s quick** - Call by 4:00 p.m. MT and your equipment will be on your doorstep or jobsite the next morning. Rentals are available for days, weeks, or months at a time. Large rental? Need a high volume of a specific product? No problem! We maintain a huge inventory of water level and water quality testing equipment and supplies for immediate shipment.

**It’s easy** - From product selection to technical support, application specialists are ready to provide their expertise, so you get the equipment and support you need. We don’t just ship instrumentation - we provide solutions.
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1-800-446-7488 (toll-free in U.S.A. and Canada) · 1-970-498-1500 (U.S.A. and international)
Our water quality and automated system ensure your fish thrive, with real-time data that cuts costs and lets you react to changes instantly.

**Pond Management:** 24/7 monitoring and instant alerts prevent fish kills, allowing you to optimize pond conditions for increased yields.

**Spot-Checking Handhelds:** Durable water quality handhelds deliver instant results to your mobile device. Extremely easy to use, with little or no calibration needed; just plug in the probe, launch the app, and go.

**Process Probes and Controllers:** Standalone probes and integrated system controllers automate aquaculture management, giving you better visibility into changing conditions.
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### FLOW MONITORING

MACE flow monitoring equipment is designed to give you field-ready durability with accurate results you can trust. Whether you need to measure water flow, total volume, or level and velocity in open channels or closed pipes for industrial, agriculture, and environmental markets, we’ve got your water flow testing needs covered.

**Flow Monitoring Systems:** MACE XCi smart monitoring systems provide flexible and expandable site monitoring housed in a rugged lockable enclosures. Battery, solar panels, and multiple card interface enable the user to control and log multiple sensors remotely.

**Flow Sensors:** MACE doppler ultrasonic sensors for XCi devices transmit ultrasonic insert sensor, velocity sensor, area/velocity sensor, or depth sensor.
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### REMOTE MONITORING

Access your data anytime, anywhere. Control project costs by minimizing travel, and get instant data alerts.

**Tube and Cube Telemetry System:** Economical and secure wireless remote monitoring system for real-time site feedback. In-device alarms, plus automated data, tampering, and malfunction alerts. Compact in-well or networking designs.

**VuSitu Mobile App:** Use your smartphone or tablet to quickly find and recognize each of your sites, and instantly view, download, and share data.

**HydroVu Data Services:** Organize multiple projects, users and instruments in one cloud-based location. Secure, real-time access to decision-quality data anywhere, anytime; Simplify the task of filtering data for important results.
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Sales and General Inquiries:
1-800-446-7488 (800-4INSITU)
+1-970-498-1500
sales@in-situ.com

In-Situ Rentals
rentals.in-situ.com
rentals@in-situ.com

CALL OR CLICK TO PURCHASE OR RENT
1-800-446-7488
(toll-free in U.S.A. and Canada)
1-970-498-1500
(U.S.A. and international)
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